Good morning,
I’ll make one clarification, the rest of the questions and answers will be published in an addendum after April 15. (I will add this email to the website as Addendum 1)

This is a request for qualifications, not proposals. The process will identify a qualified firm that we will then develop a scope of work with and a fee. The Master Plan for the park states a cost that is spread out over several years, this project will construct only a portion of that, the scope at a minimum is identified in the RFQ in section 2.2. Your qualification submission should meet this minimum work scope.

Be as direct as possible when working through your responses to section 3.2. Responses should not be boilerplate. Please follow the format.

Thanks,

Tyler Pederson
Planning Division, Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board
2117 West River Road
Minneapolis, MN 55418
Mob: 612-499-9084
he/him/his